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Resumen
En "Pare Belmont Flashback: Andre Forcier 's La Comtesse de Baton Rouge," Johanne
Sloan discute, en primer lugar , las razones por las cuales esta pelicula podria incluirse
en el genero <lei road movie, en tanto muestra un encuentro romantico en Montreal de
1968 e, inmediatamente despues, viajes por diversas localidades en Louisiana. La
autora afirma, sin embargo, que dado que Forcier entreteje en su pelicula episodios de
realismo cinematografico con elementos fantasticos, seria posible interpretar este viaje
al sur de los Estados Unidos como imaginario. Tanto para Rex, el protagonista, como
para la condesa que da nombre a la pelicula , el deseo de lanzarse al camino surge del
interior de! Pare Belmont, el decrepito y decadente parque de diversiones que existi6
en las orillas de Montreal desde la decad a de los veinte. El Pare Belmont funciona
como el epicentro narrativo y conceptua l de la pelicula de Forcier y este lugar permite
una investigaci6n de la identidad (rara o estrafa laria) ; pero , ademas, permite cuestionar
el proceso mismo de la cinematografia. Tai como lo demuestra este articu lo, La Comtesse de Baton Rouge es, tambien , una obra de reconstrucci6n hist6rica que se relaciona con la memoria personal y con la colectiva.
Andre Forcie r' s 1998 La Comtesse de Baton Rouge (The Countess of Baton Rouge)
could be described as a road movie, since the film shows the romantic leads meeting in
Montreal in 1968, and soon thereafter traveling around various locations in Louisiana .
However , since Forcier's film inte1weaves episodes of ordinary cinematic realism with
fantastical elements , it wou ld be plausible to regard this journey to the southern U.S .A.
as primarily an imaginative one . For both the protagonist Rex (played by Robin
Aubert) and for the titular countess herself (played by Genevieve Brouillette) , the
desire to take to the road arises from within the precincts of Pare Belmont , the declasse
and rather decrepit amusement park/fairground which has existed on the outskirts of
Montreal since the 1920s. It is while visiting this place that Rex accidentally meets and
instantly falls in love with Paula Paul de Nerval , later known as the "Co mtesse de
Baton Rouge," and habitually referred to as the most beautiful bearded lady in the
world; the countess belongs to Pare Be lmont 's commu nity of side -show freaks. Another inhabitant of Pare Belmont who makes a strong impression on the hero (and on
us, the viewers of the film) is the cyclop Zenon, who attempts to spook Rex with his
esoteric practice of cinematic projection. The odd characters, circus acts, carniva l pro-
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cessions , and roadside attractions that are eventually encountered on the road in
Louisiana are in a sense extensions of the strange Franco-American universe first encountered at Pare Belmont. The site of Pare Belmont and the travel-episodes that unravel from it can therefore be regarded as a continuum. Pare Belmont functions as the
narrative and conceptual epicenter of Forcier's film, I want to argue , and it is this place
which petmits an investigation of (freakish) identity, while also allowing the very process of filmmaking to be put into question. La Comtesse de Baton Roug e is also a
work of historical reconstruction , concerning both personal and collective memory,
and so I will address the significance of returning to the period of 1960s Montreal
through these patticular characters and sites.
It is evident from the start that La Comtesse de Baton Roug e's journey is explicitly concerned with shifting modes of cinematic representation. The film opens with
the main protagonist, Rex Prince , in the present day (1990s ), screening a film he has
made about his own past. Almost immediately , a flashback to the 1960s introduces us
to the persona of the young filmmaker as he earnestly attempts to gather material for a
documentary film , and indeed the visual tropes which often accompany such urban
documentary projects are quickly provided; we see Rex crouched behind a fence in an
impoverished Montreal neighborhood , pointing his camera at some children as they
attempt to steal a bicycle, then following them as they queue at the door of an imposing ecclesiastical structure for the charitable distribution of food . Rex is then seen
lying on the ground near some railroad tracks , filming an old man who is picking up
scraps of wood. At this point the documentarian-hero meets a professional film editor ,
Edouard Dore , who offers to help the young man because he recognizes a fellow cinephile , and apparently not because , as Rex tells him pointedly , "le parti a besoin de
vous!" ("The party needs you! "). Rex announces his affiliation with a revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist party , which is sponsoring a film about poverty in Montreal, but it is
not much later that he will be seen telling Edouard that this same party has turned
against him: "on m 'accuse de revisionnism e. Le parti veut ma p eau, mon film et ma
camera" ("they ' re accusing me of revisionism. The patty wants my skin , my film, and
my camera"). Forcier doesn't provide his audience with much concrete information
about the goals or ideological orientation of this particular party, nor do we learn the
circumstances of Rex 's involvement , but this type of political allegiance is certainly
historically appropriate , as a plethora of left-leaning and anti-colonial parties and
activist organizations was operating in Quebec throughout the late 1960s. As Sean
Mills remarks , "For radicals coming of age in the 1960s, the language of decolonization, with its emphasis on Quebec ' s cultural and economic alienation , provided a
framework within which they could understand their own experiences " (35). Still,
Forcier offers only a codified set of points regarding the scope of Rex's politico-cinematic ambitions at this juncture: there is indication of a collective political agenda, and
of a socially-engaged documentary project , complete with improvised shooting in the
street, and scenes of gritty realism.
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Not very long after these scenes the filmmaker-hero is shown abruptly abandoning this political commitment and its accompanying mode of cinematic engagement. As soon as he crosses the threshold of Pare Belmont the aspiring documentary
filmmaker is pulled into another visual regime , another form of cinematic consciousness. But this initial scene-setting of socially responsible documentary filmmaking is
important to the unfolding na1rntive precisely because it does establish one crucial
point de depart or starting point for the journey to come . In fact , Montreal was a hotbed of activist documentary filmmaking in the 1960s. Many individuals and groups
shared our fictional hero's determination to harness the power of film for social ends,
but it was the National Film Board of Canada (NFB) which supplied the most institutional support for these endeavors. The NFB, in existence since 1939, had a mandate
to sponsor and produce films that would actively contribute to the cultural capital of
the Canadian nation-state. Indeed, a majority of the films produced under the auspices
of the NFB were documentary , while this filmic activity was complemented by a busy
documentary photography department. It was a new kind of documentary project that
was being fo1mulated at this very moment, however: launched in 1967, this new initiative was called Challenge for Change/Societe Nouvelle. The National Film Board ' s
Challenge for Change program was a response to the fact that the whole apparatus of
documentary film conventionally rested in the hands of cultural elites , however wellmeaning these might be. The advocates for a new kind of documentary argued that it
was possible and indeed necessary for socially disenfranchised people to gain control
of the means of representation. The Challenge for Change program, at least in its
rhetoric , was concerned with empowering such individuals and groups by giving them
access to cameras and training , and encouraging them to tell their own storie s and to
make films about themselves.
A recent publication edited by film scholar Thomas Waugh and two of his students reassesses the impact of the Challenge for Change program , which came to encompass over 200 films and videos made across the country, between the years 1967
1
and 1980. One early and prototypical result of this new documentary initiative was
the 1969 film Operation boule de neige (VTR St-Jacques), directed by Bonnie Shen
Klein. Saint-Jacques was one of those neighborhoods in Montreal with an industrial,
manufacturing base, and a population that would now be characteri zed as the "working
poor." A few years earlier a progressive provincial endeavor had resulted in the formation of local citizens' groups 2 ; and it was this group that Klein and her fellow collaborator from the NFB Dorothy Henaut contacted , handing over camera equipment to
some of these ordinary citizens , and then following them around with another camera

Cf. Waugh/Baker/Kingston; in the introduction the editors refer to the Challenge for
Change program as "a glittering chunk of both Canadian arts and Canadian democracy,
with its bold experimentation and its political dreams oftran sfonnation" (4).
For a discussion of the distinctive animation sociale practiced in Quebec, and more specifically the citizens committees, cf. Druick.
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crew as they interviewed and filmed each other. In a text written at the time Henault
and Klein wrote:
The finn consensus (was) that the video-tape recording equipment should be used to
serve the aims of the Citizens' committee and should not distract the member s from
those aims. The broad objectives of the Citizens' conunittee of Saint-Jacques are to
work as citizens to gain as much control as possible over their own lives. (25-26)

This quote speaks to the transformative social potential these activists perceived in
documentary film practice , and yet there is a moralizing tendency here too, evident
when the authors insist that the "video equipment ... should not distract the members
from their aims." It is implied that this experimental community project would encourage citizens to engage with film as a medium, but only in certain pre-established ways ;
the NFB activists are apparently reluctant to accommodate those residents of StJacques who might entettain aims or cinematic desires other than to directly serve the
community organization. This debate about the role of documentaty filmmaking at the
National Film Board of Canada in the 1960s is directly relevant to La Comtesse de
Baton Rouge; Andre Forcier 's invented character Rex Prince starts off as a member of
a socially-conunitted team that is akin to the groups of activist documentarians affiliated with the Challenge.for Change movement, but the film's natTative evolves as it
does, and the road-trip occurs , because Rex is quite definitely "distracted" and led
astray by etTant desires and apparently non-political aims.
The radically different kind of filmmaking Rex will be drawn to turns out to be
close at hand, across town in fact. When Rex complains that he can't afford to buy
film for his camera, the film editor Edouard sends him to see his good friend Zenon,
who will supposedly be able to procure some film stock for him, as a favor. The action
then moves to the Pare Belmont fairground , and more specifically to the "tente des
creatures" (which could be translated as tent of freaks or monsters) which houses the
side-show freaks. Zenon's physiognomic peculiarity is revealed to us dramatically: the
camera moves up close to a man reading a newspaper, and when he lowers the paper
we see a middle-aged man with one bright (and realistic-looking) eye perfectly centered above his nose . During this scene Zenon is backstage sorrowfully bidding farewell to the bearded Paula , who is planning to leave that ve1y night, to take up a new
life in Louisiana. Rex atTives just as Zenon is beginning his last presentation of the
evening and of the season (the master of ceremonies has announced to the public this
appearance of the "only, the unique Canadian cyclop") in a tent filled with fairground
visitors. The cyclop notes his atTival, laughingly saying to him, "I like receiving
people from the world of cinema. " And when Rex tells him that he has come to Pare
Belmont because he needs pe/licule (that is to say celluloid film) , Zenon laughs again
and says, "La p ellicule, c 'est depasse, mon pauvre Rex" ("My poor Rex, film is a thing
of the past"). He then informs the audience that there is neither camera projector nor
film hidden from view in the tente des creatures. The lights dim , and as Zenon turns to
face a screen , a beam of light is emitted from his single eye, and an image is projected
onto the screen. It is an image of Rex that appears, initially resembling the young man
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in the audience, although this portrait rapidly morphs to show him greying and aging
until he is a grotesquely wizened old creature . The real Rex who is in the audience is
visibly traumatized by what he is witnessing, although the show is over quickly and
Rex is swept along by a now-jovial Zenon, who brings him along to the end-of-season
party for the Pare Belmont freaks. It is at this party that Rex is made to dance with the
amorous Bebe Crocodile, the reptilian-skinned woman , and if he seems to find this
particular freak repulsive, he then sets eyes on Paula, who he finds utterly enchanting.
The scene featuring Zenon's act of fantastical projection might be a short one,
but it is nonetheless key, because it allows Forcier to thus introduce two antithetical
understandings of what cinema might be, and what it is capable of. On the one hand,
we become acquainted with a documentary film project embedded in community goals
and social activism. And then, another kind of cinema surges up, and while it is fantastical and idiosyncratic, this too has a venerable genealogy which extends back to the
very origins of cinema. The most striking example of this early anti-realistic tendency
is the production of the impresario and magician Georges Melies , from the first decade
of the 20th century. Not unlike Zenon's ability to magically produce moving images,
Me lies would often appear to unleash cinematic effects purely out of his own imagination and consciousness. It can be noted too that some of the first public venues for the
exhibition of films took place in the context of popular fairgrounds, where the "cinema
of attractions" became part of a package of sensational entertainments. It is also important to remember, however , that the supposedly fantastical or surreal aspects of
filmic representation would ultimately be incorporated into the vocabula1y of conventional realistic filmmaking, through commonly accepted ways of depicting dream sequences and flashbacks, or through other radical spatial and temporal disjunctions
which became normalized and familiar to the movie-going public . Indeed, Andre Forcier himself, in an interview about La Comtesse de Baton Rouge, stated that the idea
for this film came about as he was reflecting on the flashback as a taken-for-granted
fragment of cinematic storytelling that he wanted to problematize (cf. Gagan/Loiselle
8). The road trip undertaken in La Comtesse de Baton Roug e comes about (at least in
part) as a response to these divergent cinematic trajectories. And if they are initially
presented as oppositional and seem to be irreconcilable, the road trip sets in motion a
desire to re-negotiate the terms of the cinematic project. It is not that La Comtesse de
Baton Rouge presents us with the aesthetically complete integration of these tendencies, however, because by the end of the film we have seen elements of social realism
repeatedly juxtaposed to moments of fantasy, subjectivism, and escapism. Forcier
makes this sustained state of tension possible by moving his story back and forth
between past and present , and by introducing a film-within-the film.
Once the story re-locates to Louisiana, where Rex is reunited with his beloved
bearded lady at a small traveling circus, the romantic leads we have been introduced to
actually disappear from the screen and are replaced by actors playing these characters
appearing in the film-within-the-film. (Isabel Richer is the countess and David Boutin
takes on the role of Rex.) The story keeps cutting back to the present day as well,
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showing the filmmaker (a theatrically -aged Aubert) interacting with his cast , friends ,
and family, as he struggles to represent the past and to confront the resurrected ghosts
from the past- in particular , the "real" countess who died during that fateful journey .
It is this duplicated story which provides most of the recognizable road movie features.
Only in the film-within-the-film do we get to see the Rex character driving around in
his picturesque old Edsel car, having adventures and misadventures as he initially
searches for the countess and subsequently travels around with her once they are reunited. Forcier thus complicates our cinematic access to the past , even if this is a fictional past. The viewer gets to witness two versions of the events: the apparent reality
performed by an initial set of actors , and then the explicitly fictiona lized filmed version, where the superficially more attractive second set of leads flesh out the rudimentary st01y-line of a half-remembered past , in a rather melodramatic fashion. In La
Comtesse de Baton Rouge, the episodic road movie offers a way, albeit a convoluted
way, into the past.
Forcier has made a number of films that delve into the past , and it could be said
that much of his recent work is a form of experimentation in this regard , in that he not
only chooses distinct historical moments , but also sets out to investigate different
modes of historical engagement. Je me souviens (I remember) , from 2009 , is a black and-white film set in the mining community of Abitibi in 1948, while Les Etats-Unis
d 'Albert (The United States of Albert), from 2005 , follows an aspiring Quebecois actor
as he follows his dream down to Hollywood in the 1920s. In these films as in La Comtesse de Baton Rouge the past surges up, but veers between tragic and comic modes of
emplotment and between realistic and dreamlike modes ofpictorialization. IfForcier ' s
films share something with the tradition of Latin American magic realism , it is in the
sense that the sutTeal dimension of Forcier ' s work relates to the vagaries of collective
memo1y and serves to illuminate Quebecois cultural identity and history in a new way.
The Pare Belmont site itself plays a key role in La Comtesse de Baton Rouge , as I
have mentioned, so it is necessary to explore the status of this Montreal institution in
order to understand how it becomes , in Forcier ' s film , the very site of historical consciousness or mem01y-work . As a marginal fragment of the urban environment , Pare
Belmont is played off against the city itself, or at least against the glimpses of Montreal provided early in the film: the precarious domestic architecture that houses the
poor, the traces of industrial activity in these same neighborhoods , and, importantly ,
one of those grandiose stone buildings that are part of a network of ecclesiastical structures to be found throughout Montreal , speaking to the widespread influence and
power of the Catholic Church before the secularizing "quiet revolution " that had transformed the entire destiny of the Quebecois by the end of the 1960s. If these architectural elements can be regarded as ideological component -parts of the city of Montreal ,
then we could ask what Pare Belmont signifies in relation to these, while the period
setting of La Comtesse de Baton Rouge also makes it imperative to consider Expo 67,
the world's fair that was held in Montreal during the summer of 1967- which is to
say, the year before Forcier 's story unfolds. The world's fair doesn't figure in the film ,
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except that a sign for "Terre des Hammes" is briefly visible in the background of the
train station scene when the bearded lady leaves town. Certainly in architectural terms
Expo 67 was spectacular , offer ing to both visitors and to the inhabitants of Montreal a
futuristic vision of urban life; while Montreal had recently acquired new skyscrapers ,
elevated highways , and an underground metro system, the world ' s fair proposed that
the city of the future might also include Expo-style "megastructural " constructions ,
ephemeral architectural modules, and more plug-in islands. As an international cultural
event Expo 67 was much more than an opportunity to encounter architectural innovation , of course , and as millions of visitors came to the world's fair from around the
world, it was understood that Montreal in its future incarnation would likewise be
inhabited by cosmopolitan citizens.
Andre Forcier was actually a contributor to Expo 67 in a small way. At the age of
19 he' d directed a short film entitled Chroniques Labradori ennes (Labrador Chronicles) (1967). This film premiered at the Expo 67's Youth Pavilion , and with its mix of
social realism and far-fetched fictionalization, it already prefigured his later work. 3
Despite his first-hand knowledge of this event , the spectacular world ' s fair site was not
the Montreal environment Forcie r chose to return to 30 years later. Instead , Forcier
positioned his story one year later at the low-brow, low-status fairground Pare Belmont, which had been in operation on the northern edge of the island since the 1920s.
Pare Belmont can indeed be regarded as a kind of anti- Expo 67. Where the world's fair
was glamorous, futuristic , and cosmopolitan, the Pare Belmont fairground was parochial and sleazy. It was Expo 67 that seemed successfully to situate the city of Montreal and its inhabitants at a global crossroads , suggesting that personal or national
identities were now embedded in networks of mobility and communication. What
could Pare Belmont offer that might rival Expo 67 in terms of cultural and/or imaginative power? And yet , in Forcier ' s alternative history, Pare Belmont does become a
kind of portal , allowing the main characters to depart from an everyday world, to provisionally leave behind their homes in Montreal and Quebec , to lose sight of their old
selves , and to construct alternative identities for themselves. As Katie Mills describes
in her book The Road Story and the Rebel,
The very idea of losing oneself contradicts the various "habit s" of identity we use to
anchor our sense of self and our sense of others. It is those very aspects of modem identity-namely, the limiting terms of race , gender , money , sexual orientation, and conformity-that set the wheels in motion , so to speak , for the conflicts explored in road
narratives. (20)

In fact, Expo 67 was built with its own adjacent amusement park , known as "La
Ronde ," which was sustained as a seasonal attraction after the world's fair was over,
and it was the success of this shiny new facility which signaled the ultimate demise of
Pare Belmont, even if the older establishment managed to hang on and keep its doors

For a discussion of how a new Quebecois identity was being negotiated in the Youth
Pavilion at Expo 67, cf. Cote.
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open until 1983. What Pare Belmont possessed that the world's fair across town didn't
was its unmistakable whiff of social danger , epitomized by the community of freaks
encountered by the hero Rex (although it should be noted that Expo 67 represents a
late 20th-centmy sanitized version of the world's fair paradigm, which in its earlier incarnations in Europe and North America had very often included racy "midway" attractions as well as degrading displays of racial and ethnic otherness). If Forcier invented the magnificent Zenon and some of the other idiosyncratic freaks appearing in
La Comtesse de Baton Rouge , the presence of such folk at Pare Belmont is nonetheless
a matter of historical record: the American Pete Kartes toured his side-show (interestingly once known as the "World's Fair Museum',4) far and wide around particular
North American sites, and throughout the 1950s Montreal's Belmont Park was an important part of his yearly circuit , while the Sam Alexander side-show seems to have
been one of the more regularly -appearing troupes passing through the Montreal fairground during the 1960s and 1970s. "An aggregation of top-drawing crowd-pleasing
attractions and freaks," reads one of the Kartes advertisements, which also boasts of
another successful season at Montreal's Pare Belmont (Billboard Magazine 158). If
the freak shows and side-shows consisted of people who were always in motion from
one fairground to another, to be a freak in this show-business sense was by definition
to be on the road, to be engaged in a perpetual road-trip. Pare Belmont was certainly
not characterized by the high-minded cultural exchange and global transactions to be
found at Expo 67, but the site chosen by Forcier to serve as the portal or jumping-off
point must nevertheless be understood as the nodal point of multiple journeys and travelogues.
The term "freak show" is used deliberately and with some bitterness by Paula
Paul de Nerval, the bearded lady, when she explains to the cyclop Zenon why she is
leaving Pare Belmont. "I hate Pare Belmont as much as you love it, Zenon ," she says
... and then, using the English expression, she says that she despises "les freak show."
Shortly after, in the bar with Rex, she teases him that he is "un cineaste parmi les
creatures" ("a filmmaker amongst the freaks/monsters"), and at some level she seems
already to understand what he has not yet admitted to himself , that he feels at home
with the freaks. This is the difference between Rex and Paula- that he (rather child ishly) wants to run away to join the circus to liberate and fulfill himself , while she is
running away to join a small traveling circus in Louisiana because she has convinced
herself that it is one step up from the degrading freak show she's been a part of at Pare
Belmont; the circus she is heading for is called the "Cirque du Bonheur" ("Circus of
Happiness"). In other words , just as he's falling in love with a freak, she 's attempting
her escape from the freak show. Here it should be noted that Paula the countess has a
very light beard, the equivalent to a man ' s stubble after a few days of not shaving. But
Billboard Magazine followed the fo11unesof carnivals and side-shows as paii of its showbusiness coverage, and Pete K01tes is mentioned often throughout the 1940s and 1950s,
sometimes in relation to Pare Belmont/Belmont Park. The reference to his "world's fair
museum" is in Billboard Magazine , 18 January, 1947(44).
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it doesn't really matter whether she has a full beard and moustache or not, in a sense;
the fact that she hasn't tried to disguise her oddity by removing the hair, that she has
instead opted to flaunt her hairy face, is enough to thoroughly transgress conventional
ideals of femininity, and to place her in the same category as the micro-cephalic pinheads, the armless musicians, and other deformed human beings who had historically
been part of the freak show tribe .
At the end of La Comtesse de Baton Rouge we find ourselves back in Montreal
with the middle-aged Rex, back in the present day, and apparently far removed from
the freakish identity-quest of his youth. And yet, quite unexpectedly the now-aged
cyclop Zenon shows up to add his gifts to a screening of the otherwise banal filmwithin-the-film. And so we understand that the filmmaker will continue his quest for
the most effective flashback , and will continue to explore cinematic journeys into the
past.
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